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ABSTRACT

Neural Networks (NNs) are being extensively used in critical
applications such as aerospace, healthcare, autonomous driving,
and military, to name a few. Limited precision of the underlying
hardware platforms, permanent and transient faults injected
unintentionally as well as maliciously, and voltage/temperature
fluctuations can potentially result in malfunctions in NNs with
consequences ranging from substantial reduction in the network
accuracy to jeopardizing the correct prediction of the network
in worst cases. To alleviate such reliability concerns, this paper
discusses the state-of-the-art reliability enhancement schemes
that can be tailored for deep learning accelerators. We will
discuss the errors associated with the hardware implementation
of Deep-Learning (DL) algorithms along with their correspond-
ing countermeasures. An in-field self-test methodology with
a high test coverage is introduced, and an accurate high-level
framework, so-called FIdelity, is proposed that enables the
designers to evaluate DL accelerators in presence of such
errors. Then, a state-of-the-art robustness-preserving training
algorithm based on the Hessian Regularization is introduced.
This algorithm alleviates the perturbations during inference
time with negligible degradation in the accuracy of the network.
Finally, Quantum Neural Networks (QNNs) and the methods
to make them resilient against a variety of vulnerabilities such
as fault injection, spatial and temporal variations in Qubits,
and noise in QNNs are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to their outstanding accuracy, Deep Neural Net-
works (DNNs) have received the lion’s share of attention in
recent years, and accordingly have been deployed in a wide
range of safety-critical applications such as biometric security,
autonomous vehicle, healthcare, financial planning, and so
on [1]–[4]. Due to the computational power greediness of Deep
Neural Networks, and the resource constraints of the CPU-
and GPU-based platforms used for running DNN algorithms,

substantial effort has been put into efficient implementations
of DNN hardware accelerators in recent years to improve their
performance and power consumption [5]–[8].

Considering the application of DNN accelerators in safety-
critical applications, preserving their integrity against the faults
that are unintentionally or maliciously injected is of utmost
importance. In practice, such faults may affect the operation
of DNNs and result in a different outcome, e.g., the input can
be classified incorrectly. Theoretically, DNNs are supposed to
be highly error-tolerant due to the existing redundancy in their
network structure [9], [10]. However, their accuracy starts to
degrade when errors exceed their inherent tolerable threshold.
As discussed in [11]–[14], the fault-induced accuracy decline
of DNNs can cause major problems in critical applications.
Accordingly, detection and possibly recovery of such errors
need to be taken into account to be able to use DNNs in critical
applications. For example, to preserve road safety, based on
the ISO26262 [15] standard, at least 99% of faults should be
detected.

Information redundancy (e.g. error correction codes) is
widely used for protecting memory cells in critical applications,
yet not suitable for the execution paths. Area redundancy (e.g.,
Triple Modular Redundancy), and timing redundancy schemes
(where each operation is repeated in time) have been tradition-
ally used to recover Single Event Upsets (SEUs). However,
they impose high area and delay overhead respectively; thus not
applicable to DNNs. On the other hand, the imprecise nature of
NN computations introduces the possibility of approximate fault
tolerance [10]. Thereby, it is essential to understand the impact
of faults injected in different parts of DNN hardware to be able
to tailor efficient and low overhead fault tolerance techniques
for these architectures. Accordingly, this paper focuses on the
efficient state-of-the-art reliability enhancement schemes for
deep learning accelerators.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II dis-
cusses a functional in-filed self-test method to detect the DNN
failures during its run-time. Then, it introduces a framework
to analyze the resiliency of DNN hardware. In Sec. III the978-1-6654-1060-1/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE



effects of hardware hazards on the inference accuracy of DNN
accelerators are discussed. Sec. IV presents a robustness-aware
training algorithm that takes into account hardware associated
uncertainties throughout the learning phase. Then in Sec. V
Quantum Neural Networks (QNNs) are discussed and the
schemes to address robustness concerns in these structures
are presented. Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper.

II. RESILIENCE TECHNIQUES FOR DEEP LEARNING
ACCELERATORS

Hardware error resilience is a top priority for deep learning
(DL) accelerators, as hardware errors can generate various
unexpected outcomes such as system crashes, silent data cor-
ruptions (SDC), INF/NaN values, and more. These unexpected
outcomes can compromise the output quality of DL workloads,
and can even lead to life-critical threats (e.g., in self-driving car
applications). Although there exist a few studies on hardware
errors in DL accelerators [16], [17], [17]–[20], they are largely
limited to memory errors only. This is insufficient, because logic
components (i.e., sequential elements and combinational logic)
can also have a significant impact on the overall reliability.
For example, based on our analysis, for a DL accelerator
without any resilience support, the FIT (failure in time) rate
of flip-flops (FFs) (e.g., >9.5 in Nvidia’s open-sourced DL
accelerator called NVDLA) is significantly higher than the
automotive safety requirement (<0.2), even just as a result of
random transient errors that occur infrequently [21]. Permanent
hardware failures in the logic portion of an accelerator will
further exacerbate the overall FIT rate.

It is essential to understand and mitigate both permanent and
transient errors in the logic portions of DL accelerators. This is
the focus of our work, which uniquely combines the knowledge
of testing, hardware error resilience, computer architecture, and
machine learning to enable resilient DL accelerators.

A. Functional In-Field Self-Test for DL Accelerators to Mitigate
Permanent Hardware Failures

For permanent hardware failures (such as early-life failures,
circuit aging, and manufacturing defects) which are a major
reliability concern [22], we present an efficient in-field self-test
approach, which allows a DL accelerators to periodically test
itself in the field to detect (or even predict) these failures [23].
Our technique generates high-quality functional in-field self-
tests specifically targeting DL accelerators, which is crucial to
ensure that the safety and/or reliability requirements are met
for any given application.

Compared to structural tests, the main advantage of func-
tional tests is that they do not require structural test support (e.g.,
CASP [24], [25] or Logic BIST [26]) in the hardware. On the
other hand, a well-known challenge of functional tests is that
the test coverage is typically much lower than that of structural
tests, due to both observability and controllability constraints.
Fortunately, for in-field self-tests that are applied for the
purpose of detecting permanent hardware failures, it is sufficient
to target only the faults that can affect application correctness
to achieve high functional test coverage. However, this is still

Figure 1. Our functional in-field self-test generation technique for DL
accelerators, demonstrated using the Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) units in
NVDLA as an example.

a significant challenge because high quality functional tests
must be applied to complex DL accelerators under and various
system-level constraints (e.g. test time and power, etc.).

Our technique achieves high functional test coverage by
taking advantage of special architectural characteristics and
application properties of DL accelerators. For the compute
units (i.e., hardware modules that perform computations to
transform data, such as the multiply-accumulate unit), we first
use combinational ATPG (automatic test pattern generation) to
generate test patterns with high test coverage, and then map the
ATPG patterns to one or more equivalent deep neural networks
(DNNs) that can be directly executed on the accelerator (an
example of how the mapping is done is shown in Fig 1). This
is possible because: (1) these units generally do not contain
complex sequential logic, so combinational ATPG yields high
test coverage; (2) given that the dataflow/reuse algorithms of
a DL accelerator are well defined, the inputs of individual
compute units can be mapped to the primary inputs of the
accelerator through reverse-engineering of the dataflow.

For the control units (i.e., hardware modules that are solely
responsible for data movement, such as the input/weight
sequencing units), we leverage the property that typically only
one or a few fixed DNNs are deployed at a time in many
application domains. Thus, it is sufficient to target only the
faults that can directly affect the correctness of the DNNs that
are currently deployed. We are able to mathematically prove
that, by executing different layers of a given DNN using input
and weight tensors with linearly-independent columns, 100%
test coverage is achieved for all single-variable-type control
fault models (i.e., single or multiple faults that only affect the
control logic associated with a single variable type, such as
inputs or weight), out of all control faults that can affect the



correctness of the given DNN.
We apply our technique using NVDLA as a case study to

demonstrate its efficacy. Our results show that:
(1) For compute units, 99.9% single stuck-at functional test

coverage is achieved. For the control units, 100% functional
test coverage can be achieved for all single-variable-type fault
models.

(2) The in-field functional self-test time ranges from
1.13-16.84 ms for various representative DNNs (including
GoogleNet, Yolo, DenseNet and EfficientNet), and the test
storage is <600MB.

With such high test coverage and low costs, our approach is
effective and practical in various use scenarios to achieve high
levels of reliability/safety requirements. These functional tests
can be applied during boot-up, reset, and even concurrently
with normal operation by executing DNN test programs directly
on a DL accelerator, without requiring any test support in the
hardware.

B. FIdelity: Efficient Resilience Analysis framework for DL
Accelerators

To understand and mitigate the effects of transient errors
(such as soft errors and dynamic variations) in the logic portions
of a DL accelerator, we present a resilience analysis framework
called FIdelity [21]. FIdelity enables efficient resilience analysis
for all single-cycle, single FF bit-flip errors (or multiple single-
cycle bit-flips in a single register), which are the most prominent
abstraction for transient errors including soft errors [27] and
voltage variations [28].

A well-known resilience analysis approach is to perform
large-scale fault injection experiments. However, existing fault
injection techniques suffer from the following limitations: (1)
RTL-Level fault injection techniques can achieve accurate
results, but they require access to RTL to perform time-
consuming RTL simulations, which is costly and may not
even be feasible; (2) software-level techniques can produce
results quickly, but they are highly inaccurate.

Our FIdelity framework overcomes the limitations of ex-
isting fault injection techniques. An overview of our FIdelity
framework is shown in Fig. 2 (a), which models hardware
transient errors in software with high fidelity, while requiring
only a few important pieces of architecture/microarchitecture
information that is pertinent to resilience analysis (e.g., re-
use/scheduling algorithms, pipeline configurations, etc.). This
accurate mapping is possible because we identify and leverage
the following architectural properties that are commonly shared
by a wide range of DL accelerators:

(1) A hardware error can only directly affect the results of
the current DNN layer, then propagate to other layers. Thus, to
capture the effects of an error on the final output, it is equivalent
to first obtaining the effects of the error in the current DNN
layer, and then determining how the faulty layer affects the
final output through software simulation.

(2) The next question is: how to determine the effects of an
error in the current DNN layer? It turns out that, due to the
regular structure and precisely-defined dataflow architecture,

Figure 2. The FIdelity framework and the Reuse Factor Analysis algorithm.

the value stored in a datapath FF only affects a deterministic
set of output neurons in the current DNN layer in each cycle.
Leveraging this property, we develop an algorithm called Reuse
Factor Analysis, demonstrated in Fig. 2 (b). Given a target FF
and high-level hardware information shown in Fig. 2 (b), the
Reuse Factor Analysis algorithm takes into account both spatial
and temporal reuse of the FF value to return the following
information: (1) the maximum number of faulty neurons that
can be generated if this FF experiences a single cycle bit-flip;
(2) the relative location(s) of all possible faulty neuron(s); and
(3) the order in which these faulty neurons are calculated.

(3) After obtaining information about the positions of
faulty neurons, the faulty values of these neurons need to
be determined as well. Here, we leverage the third property of
DL accelerators: datapath FFs closely match software variables.
Therefore, one bit-flip in any datapath FF can always be mapped
to an equivalent set of bit-flips in software so we can model
the hardware error effects precisely in software fault injection.

(4) Datapath hardware errors occurring in the same pipeline
stage and belonging to the same variable type (weight, input
feature, output activation, and bias) exhibit the same error
effects, which makes our resilience analysis approach a tractable
problem.

(5) The effects of an error occurring in the control logic
can also be determined, depending on the type of the control
error. On the one hand, a global control error (e.g., one that
causes the accelerator to incorrectly perform int16 operations
even though the data precision should be FP16) almost always
results in incorrect final results, crashes, or hangs. On the other
hand, a local control error affects only the datapaths directly



connected to the corresponding control signal, so its effects
are the union of all error effects from the connected datapaths.

We thoroughly validate our framework by applying it to
NVDLA. We first obtain the complete set of accurate software
fault models to capture the effects of hardware transient errors
in this design. Next, we perform 60K RTL fault injection
experiments using various representative DNN workloads. By
manually analyzing all RTL fault injection cases that lead to
non-masked outcomes, we confirm that, for the datapath, the
software fault models derived using FIdelity capture the exact
fault behaviors obtained from RTL simulations. For the control
portion, FIdelity’s software fault models closely match RTL
results.

Using the validated FIdelity framework, we perform a large-
scale resilience study on NVDLA, which consists of 46M fault
injection experiments running various representative DNNs.
The key results reveal many important insights. For example,
we are able to quantitatively demonstrate the crucial need for
resilience analysis and protection solutions for DL accelerators.
Although DL workloads exhibit certain tolerance to errors,
such tolerance alone cannot guarantee that a DL accelerator
will meet the resilience requirement of a target application.
Moreover, based on the fault injection experiments, we perform
detailed analysis to understand how error magnitude, hardware
design choices, data precision, and correctness metrics affect
the overall resilience of the design. This knowledge can be
leveraged to guide DL accelerator design decisions as well as
the development of new resilience techniques.

III. IMPACT OF HARDWARE AND CIRCUIT HAZARDS ON
THE RELIABILITY OF DEEP LEARNING/AI ACCELERATORS

The major types of circuit and transistor-level runtime
hazards that can impact the performance of Deep Learning
accelerator hardware are, (i) dynamic power supply voltage
noise and droop, (ii) circuit aging with time, and (iv) radiation-
induced soft errors as shown in Fig. 3(a). Voltage noise is
caused by simultaneous switching events inside the chip [29].
Since the accelerator chips will perform billions of MAC
operations to correctly classify camera images or input patterns,
the extensive switching inside the MAC circuits and memory
units from this can cause voltage noise. The corresponding
transient voltage droop can cause timing violations or bit-flips
inside the accelerator. Since safety is of utmost importance,
accelerators used in Autonomous Vehicles (AV) must consider
such events and incorporate built-in robustness into the models
against such hardware hazards. Circuit aging is a critical
reliability problem in modern VLSI chips [30], [31]. Since
aging is use-case dependent and cannot be accurately estimated
at time 0, it is a major concern for safety-critical automotive
applications. Aging can impact the weight storage SRAM
modules by altering their read/write stability with time, and thus
cause bit-flip errors. Although for AVs, operating at sea-level
altitude, it may seem they are immune to soft errors caused by
high-energy neutrons from cosmic radiation. However, as shown
in detail in [32], because of weight reuse in Deep Learning,
soft-errors can indeed impact the accuracy of accelerators.

Hence, it is essential to embed resiliency and robustness at
the training algorithm level against random bit-flips [33]–[35].
For safety-critical applications, chips with permanent stuck-
at faults are generally discarded according to defective parts
per million/billion (DPPM/DPPB) [36] guidelines of FuSa
standards [15]. However, aging-induced in-field stuck-at faults
can be a concern for applications of deep learning for navigation
in safety-critical AV.

Unlike other areas, a one-size-fits-all training method for
(Deep Neural Network) DNNs may not be suitable for Deep
Learning used in safety-critical applications such as AVs. The
DNN training algorithm needs to be revisited to incorporate
resiliency and robustness in the trained model against weight
perturbations that might occur in the memory and MAC
modules at runtime.
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Figure 3. (a) Various circuit-level hazards can impact DNN accelerators.
Unlike other domains, AI chips used in safety-critical Autonomous Vehicles
must have additional resiliency. (b) Robustness-aware regularization technique
can be incorporated into the conventional DNN training algorithm to enhance
inference-time resiliency against hardware hazards.

IV. ROBUSTNESS-AWARE TRAINING OF DEEP NEURAL
NETWORKS

In conventional backpropagation, the Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) or ADAM algorithm converges to the local
minima of the error surface with respect to the weight space
[37]. As a result of this optimization objective, the error surface
might be relatively steep as SGD method prefers sharp descent
to the optimum solution point [38]. Hence, any perturbations
in the trained weights from the optimum point might cause the
prediction error to increase substantially (Fig. 4). A technique
to increase the robustness of the trained Deep Learning model
against weight perturbations would be to smooth the error
surface with respect to the weight fluctuations across the
optimum solution point in the weight space. In other words,
if the plane on the hyper-surface around the trained weight
space is relatively flat, then a small change in the weights or
equivalent activations from MAC output will not cause large
degradation in the prediction error. To increase the robustness



of Deep Learning algorithms used in the safety-critical domain
against hardware hazards, the error vs. weight space must be
flattened across the optimum solution point. This will ensure
that the inference accuracy is not compromised if the hardware-
level hazards are within a certain extent. However, conventional
backpropagation and SGD cannot directly achieve this goal
[37], [38].

Because of the mathematical form of the loss or cost function
used in the classical backpropagation algorithm, the SGD
converges to the weight solution space that minimizes loss
in prediction accuracy oblivious of any hardware perturbations
or hazards that might occur during inference. A resilient
approach would be to select the weight configuration that
not only minimizes loss but also accounts for any hardware
hazards (within a certain range) as the solution or trained
weights. This targeted smoothing of the solution locus and
democratization of the collective importance of the weights
are essential for safety-critical AI applications. This resilience-
enhancing training method can be interpreted as a statistical
sensitivity reduction technique where the learning of the model
is distributed among the different weights and neurons, rather
than a particular set of weights and neurons. Because of this
training approach, the tolerance of the trained Deep Learning
model against perturbations in weights and MAC outputs will
be increased.

A. Regularized Training to Smoothen the Curvature of Loss
Surface

 

Weight Space (arbitrary unit)

with smoothing
without smoothing

With Hessian 

regularization 

Without 

regularization 

Figure 4. Visualization of the loss surface in 1-D [39]. Hessian regularization
can reduce the curvature of loss surface, thus enhance the resilience of the
trained model against perturbations.

The concept of regularization is well known in the machine
learning community [37]. To avoid overfitting in training,
the L1 and L2 regularizers are widely used to limit the
magnitudes of the trained weight parameters. Using a similar
concept, in this research the conventional backpropagation
method of training Deep Learning models has been augmented
with robustness-enhancing regularizers. This penalty-based
regularization technique enforces smoothness or flatness of
the solution (i.e., trained weights) surface. In essence, the
regularizers act as a penalty term against hardware hazards
(e.g., stuck-at faults in LSBs, bit-flips from circuit aging, soft-
error, voltage noise, etc.), and when augmented with the regular
cost function in the backpropagation equation, the training
procedure jointly minimizes the original loss term as well

as the extra loss/penalty caused by hardware imperfections.
This method of regularization can significantly enhance the
resiliency of Deep Learning models used in the safety-critical
AV domain.

Because of the use of robustness-enhancing regularization
techniques in the augmented backpropagation equation, the
training loss can be slightly degraded compared to the
conventional backpropagation method. However, this slight
imperfection of the modified backpropagation approach is
acceptable because in AVs Deep Learning models are deployed
for identification of humans, road signs, speed limits, other
vehicles, etc., hence detection details similar to biometrics (e.g.,
face recognition) are not required. For example, it is enough to
perceive the presence of a human ahead in the road rather than
identifying the exact identity of the person from a detailed
analysis of the facial features. Moreover, the slight increase
in training loss caused by this approach can be recovered
by increasing the training epochs. As the robustness-aware
augmented backpropagation algorithm can place the optimum
solution at a flatter region of the loss surface, the trained Deep
Learning model exhibits better resiliency to hardware hazards
during deployment in the safety-critical AVs.

The theoretical basis of the proposed robustness-aware
training methodology for safety-critical applications can be
explained by the Taylor series expansion of the original loss
function (e.g., Mean Squared Error, Maximum likelihood, etc.)
used in the backpropagation algorithm. The loss function under
perturbation L(w+∆w) can be expanded in Taylor series across
w as shown in Equation 1, where w is the weight vector, ∆w
is the weight perturbation, Nw is number of weights.

L(w,∆w) = L(w)+
i=Nw

∑
i=1

∆wi
∂L(w)

∂wi
+ 1

2

i, j=Nw

∑
i, j=1

∆wi∆w j
∂2L(w)

∂wi ∂w j

(1)
Equation 1 can be interpreted as, Lwith_perturbation = Loriginal +

S(∆w). The term S(∆w) represents the accuracy error caused by
weight fluctuations (i.e., memory bit flips caused by, soft-error,
circuit aging, voltage noise, stuck-at,etc.). The perturbations
caused by MAC hardware can also be modeled into equivalent
weight perturbations and incorporated in this term. Since in
this robustness-aware loss function the perturbation term is
included, during training this term is jointly minimized with the
regular loss function Loriginal . S(∆w) contains the Jacobian of
the weights and the second derivative or Hessian matrix of the
loss function with respect to the weight values. During training,
this Hessian term can be calculated with classical methods such
as those proposed in [40]. However, Hessian (i.e., the second-
order derivative) computation per mini-batch iteration during
training is computationally expensive and requires large GPU
memory. In Equation 2, the optimum solution weight vector is
w∗ that minimizes both the regular prediction loss as well as
errors caused by hardware hazard induced perturbations. The
modified backpropagation-based weight update equations are
shown in Equation 3, where α is the learning rate, β momentum
factor, ∇w is the error gradient, and n is iteration step.



w∗ = argmin
w

L(w,∆w) (2)

(3)(w∗)(n+1) = (w∗)(n) − α∇wL((w∗)(n))

+ β((w∗)(n) − (w∗)(n−1))− γ∇wS((w∗)(n))

B. Hessian Regularized Training at Reduced Computational
Complexity

Evaluating the Hessian term of Equation 1 at backpropa-
gation is computationally very expensive, moreover, it also
requires large GPU memory. To circumvent these challenges,
in this research we adopt the vector-based Hessian estimation
approach proposed in [41]. Additionally, to save computation
overhead, we activate Hessian regularization only after the
model has been trained for several epochs as shown in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Training with Hessian Regularization in PyTorch
1: procedure PRE-TRAINING AND HESSIAN REGULARIZED TRAINING
2: Input: Training Data
3: Input: The Deep Learning architecture, Model
4: Input: Training Hyperparameters
5: Input: Epoch after which Hessian regularization starts, NReg
6: Output: Trained and regularized Model
7:
8: for epoch = 1 to Total_Epoch do
9: for minibatch_id = 1 to Total_minibatch do

10: minibatch_output = Model(minibatch_input)
11: Reset stored gradients: optimizer.zero_grad()
12: loss = criterion(minibatch_out put, target)
13: Backpropagate: loss.backward(retain_graph,create_graph)
14: if (epoch > NReg) AND ((minibatch_id mod 2) == 0) then
15: Hessian_Trace = calculate_Hessian_trace(Model)
16: α = 0.1∗|loss|

|Hessian_Trace|
17: loss_Hessian = α*Hessian_Trace
18: Backpropagate: loss_Hessian.backward()
19: end if
20: Update weights: optimizer.step()
21: end for
22: end for
23: end procedure
24:
25: procedure CALCULATE_HESSIAN_TRACE
26: Input: The Deep Learning model, Model
27: Input: Total iteration, Niter
28: Output: Hessian_Trace
29:
30: Lgw= list of (gradient,weight) tuples for all layers of Model
31: for k = 1 to Niter do
32: for n =1 to length of Lgw do
33: v(n) = random vector of size Lgw(n) with Rademacher distribution
34: Hv(n) = create Hessian vector product with torch.autograd.grad()
35: Trace(k) += v(n)*Hv(n)
36: end for
37: end for
38: Hessian_Trace =

∑
Niter
k=1 Trace(k)

Niter
39: end procedure

The algorithm and pseudo code of the Hessian regularized
training flow for robust AI are shown in Algorithm 1. The
inputs to the Algorithm are the training data set, the model
architecture and hyperparameters, and the epoch after which
the Hessian Regularization will be initiated. The output will
be a trained model with its loss surface desensitized against
weight fluctuations. The training steps are shown in Lines 8
to 23. The total training epochs are divided into two parts,
the model is trained with conventional backpropagation in the

first part for the majority of the epochs. In the second part,
for the last few epochs (controlled by the parameter NReg in
Line 14), the computationally complex Hessian regularization
is activated. In Line 13, the loss function is backpropagated
and the gradients of all the weights are calculated. To ensure
the calculation of the second derivative (i.e., Hessian) of the
loss function, the computational graph is retained in Line 13.
After training the model with normal backpropagation for up to
epoch Nreg, the Hessian regularization is activated in Line 14.
To reduce computational complexity the Hessian regularization
is performed on every other minibatch iteration per epoch
in Line 14. To calculate the Hessian trace (i.e., the sum of
diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix) of the loss function
with respect to the weights, the Hutchinson trace estimator
method [41] is utilized in Line 15. The calculated sum of the
Hessian trace of all layers is large and for joint minimization
with regular loss term it is scaled by the factor α in Line 17.
α is chosen such that the Hessian loss term in Equation 1 is
within 10% of the original loss term. From our experiments,
we observed that this 10% scaling yielded the best results. The
formula to estimate α is shown in Line 16. This scaling is
required to ensure that the original loss term is not degraded
while backpropagation attempts to reduce the Hessian loss term.
The gradients of Hessian loss, loss_Hessian are calculated in
Line 18. Finally, in Line 20, weights are updated considering
both the gradients of the main loss function and the Hessian
loss function (when activated as in Line 14).

The Hutchinson trace estimator method [41] is described in
Lines 26 to 38. In Line 30 a list, Lgw, containing the (gradients,
weights) pairs of all layers are created. The gradients are already
generated when the main backpropagation occurred in Line
13, hence no extra computational cost is necessary for this
step. For each element of the tuple list, Lgw, the Rademacher
random vector v(n) is generated in Line 33. Using PyTorch‘s
autograd function, the Hessian vector product is calculated
in Line 34, followed by multiplication with v(n) in Line 35.
Finally, the trace is averaged over all iterations, to calculate
the final Hessian trace in Line 38.

The key challenges of computational complexity arise from,
(i) additional memory requirement to retain the computation
graph for second backpropagation (Line 13). (ii) increased
floating-point operations to calculate the gradients of the
Hessian loss (i.e., loss_Hessian in Lines 17-18). However, since
the Hessian regularization is activated in the last few epochs
of training, these additional costs are acceptable, especially for
safety-critical applications of AI/Deep Learning.

C. Experimental Results of Hessian Regularization

In our experiment, we used the CIFAR-10 data set for
training and inference. The results of Hessian regularization
(following Algorithm 1) are shown in Fig. 5. The weights
were perturbed by 10% of their original value. Fault rate
in Fig. 5 indicates what percentage of all the weights were
perturbed by this amount. Results of Fig. 5 indicate that Hessian
regularization enhances resilience and fault-tolerance of DNNs.
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Figure 5. Hessian regularization during training enhances the robustness of
DNN models at inference. Initially the DNN models are trained in conventional
methods, and during the last several epochs the Hessian regularization is turned
on. Hessian trace of the weight matrix decreases for regularized training, thereby
increasing the robustness and resiliency of the model against hardware faults.
Results for CIFAR-10 dataset on, (a) ResNet-18. (b) AlexNet. (c) ShuffleNet.

V. RESILIENCE OF QUANTUM NEURAL NETWORK

Quantum machine learning (QML) is an emerging field that
aims to develop quantum algorithms to perform conventional
generative/discriminative machine learning tasks (e.g., classifi-
cation, regression, etc.) [42]–[45]. One of the most promising
QML models available is the Quantum Neural Network (QNN)
[43], [46]–[49].

The major building block of a QNN is a Parameterized
Quantum Circuit (PQC) which is a quantum circuit with tunable
parameterized gates as shown in Fig. 6(a). It is often composed
of successive layers of single-qubit rotations (for the purpose
of exploring the search space) and multi-qubit operations (to
create entanglement). The parameters of PQC can be tuned to
attain desired outputs for given inputs (e.g., classifying data
samples). QNN models are claimed to be more expressive
compared to the classical neural networks [49], [50]. In other
words, QNN models have higher capability to approximate a
desired functionality compared to the classical models of similar
scale (e.g., with same number of tunable parameters/weights).
They also learn faster, which means that QNN models may be

trained with less epochs. These encouraging theoretical studies
have piqued the curiosity of a large number of application
researchers. QNNs have been used in recent studies for image
classification, protein classification, and drug-like molecule
predictions, to name a few.

When a quantum program is executed on a quantum
computer, it encounters noisy inputs and a slew of quantum-
physical noise effects that combine and compound, resulting
in the output of the quantum program being erroneous, varied,
unstable, and, in some situations, stochastic. To assess the true
potential of QNNs, we must first ask (i) how resilient they are to
adversarial noise and quantum noise, and (ii) how reliable their
results are when we run them on actual hardware. The work
in [51] revealed that the training landscape in parameterized
quantum circuits might have vanishing gradients. These loca-
tions of vanishing gradients are referred to as barren plateaus
in the literature. Once stuck in a barren plateau, gradient-
based optimization methods (e.g., stochastic gradient descent)
may not be able to move further to train the network. In
[52], the authors showed that quantum-noise could also induce
barren plateaus in the PQC training landscape, making deep
QNN training on actual hardware challenging. When tested
on actual hardware, a trained QNN that performs well in a
noiseless simulator performs poorly. The higher the level of
noise on the hardware, the worse the performance. Because
of manufacturing variations, not all qubits are created equal,
and some have less noise than others [53]. As a result, when
a trained QNN is run on different qubit segments of the same
hardware, its performance may vary. On top of that, the quality
of a qubit can vary over time. Therefore, performance of
a trained QNN may vary over time on the same piece of
hardware [54]. In [55], the authors demonstrated that a small
amount of perturbation in the input data is enough to induce
misclassification in a trained quantum classifier. An adversary
can exploit these vulnerabilities to attack QML applications.
Several attacks have been demonstrated already in recent
academic studies [56], [57].

In this Section, we provide current developments and
perspectives on robustness of QNNs against (a) adversarial
input variations, (b) spatial and, (ii) temporal variations in
qubits. We also discuss recent advances in noise mitigation
techniques for QNN.

A. Quantum Computing Basics

Qubits, Quantum Gates, Measurements & Quantum Cir-
cuit: Unlike a classical bit, a qubit can be in a superposition
state i.e., a combination of |0⟩ and |1⟩ at the same time.
A variety of technologies exist to realize qubits such as,
superconducting qubits, trapped-ions, to name a few. Quantum
gates (e.g., single qubit Pauli-X gate or 2-qubit CNOT gate)
modulate the state of qubits and thus perform computations.
These gates can perform a fixed computation (e.g., an X gate
flips a qubit state) or a computation based on a supplied
parameter (e.g. the RY(θ) gate rotates the qubit along the
Y-axis by θ). A two-qubit gate changes the state of one qubit
(target qubit) based on the current state of the other qubit



(control qubit). For example, the CNOT gate flips the target
qubit if the control qubit is in |1⟩ state. A quantum circuit
contains many gate operations. Qubits are measured to retrieve
the final state of a quantum program.
Quantum Noise: Errors in quantum computing can be broadly
classified into, (i) Coherence errors: a qubit can retain its state
for a short period (coherence time). The computation needs to
be done well within this limit. (ii) Gate errors: quantum gates
are realized using microwave/laser pulses. It is impossible to
generate and apply these pulses precisely in actual hardware
making gate operations erroneous. (iii) Measurement errors:
a |0⟩ state qubit can be measured as |1⟩ (or vice versa) due
to imprecise measurement apparatus. Execution of multiple
gates in parallel can lead to crosstalk errors. Since a large/deep
quantum circuit accumulates more errors, a smaller circuit is
always preferred for noise-resilience and reliability.
Quantum Circuit Compilation: A practical quantum computer
generally supports a limited number of single and multi-qubit
gates known as basis gates or native gates of the hardware. For
instance, the current generation of IBM quantum computers
have the following basis gates: ID, RZ, SX, X (single-qubit),
CNOT (two-qubit). However, the quantum circuit may contain
gates that are not native to the target hardware. Hence, the
gates in a quantum circuit need to be decomposed into the basis
gates before execution. Besides, the native two-qubit operation
may or may not be permitted between all the two-qubit pairs.
These limitations in two-qubit operations are also known as
coupling constraints. Conventional compilers add necessary
SWAP gates to meet the coupling constraints. Thus, a compiled
circuit depth and gate counts can be significantly higher than
the original.
Quantum Neural Network: QNN involves parameter opti-
mization of a PQC to obtain a desired input-output relationship.
QNN generally consists of three segments: (i) a classical to
quantum data encoding or embedding circuit, (ii) a parameter-
ized circuit (PQC), and (iii) measurement operations. A variety
of encoding methods are available in the literature [47]. For
continuous variables, the most widely used encoding scheme is
angle encoding [47]–[49] where a continuous variable classical
feature is encoded as a rotation of a qubit along a desired axis
(X/Y/Z). For ‘n’ classical features, we require ‘n’ qubits. For
example, RZ(f1) on a qubit in superposition (the Hadamard
- H gate is used to put the qubit in superposition) is used
to encode a classical feature ‘f1’ in Fig. 6(c). We can also
encode multiple continuous variables in a single qubit using
sequential rotations (Fig. 6(d)). States produced by a qubit
rotation along any axis will repeat in 2π intervals (Fig. 6(b)).
Therefore, features are generally scaled within 0 to 2π in a data
pre-processing step. One can restrict the values between -π
to π to accommodate features with both negative and positive
values.

The PQC consists of multiple layers of entangling operations
and parameterized single-qubit rotations. The entanglement
operations are a set of multi-qubit operations between the qubits
to generate correlated states [48]. The following parametric
single-qubit operations search through the solution space. This

combination of entangling and rotation operations is referred
to as a parametric layer (PL). The optimal number of PL
for any given ML task is generally unknown. The problem
is similar to choosing the number of hidden layers/neurons
in a classical DNN. In practice, one needs to go through
multiple training iterations with different number of PL’s to
come up with a compact network. A compact network can
offer better noise-resilience/reliability, and lower latency/faster
execution during inference. There is a wide variety of choices
available for PL. The work in [58] analyzed 19 widely used
PL architectures from literature. A widely used PL is shown
in Fig. 6(a). Here, CNOT gates between neighboring qubits
create the entanglement, and rotations along X & Z-axis using
RX(θ) & RZ(θ) operations define the search space.

B. Robustness of QNN against Adversarial Input Variations

High-dimensional quantum systems are required to demon-
strate a practical quantum advantage. Dimensionality expands
exponentially with the number of qubits. Therefore, large
number of entangled qubits contribute to the potential power of
quantum devices over classical resources. Liu et al. [55] show
that quantum classifiers are vulnerable to adversarial input
perturbations. The amount of perturbation required to cause a
misclassification scales inversely with dimension. This results
in a trade-off between the classification algorithm’s security
against adversarial attacks and the quantum advantages we
expect for high-dimensional problems. In [57], the authors
demonstrate methods to generate adversarial samples for a
quantum classifier (noisy inputs that are miss-classified by the
classifier) in both white-box and black-box attack scenarios.
The additional noise acts as a unitary that modifies the input
state to the classifier.

C. Robustness of QNN against Adversarial Fault Injection

Multiple users can run their quantum programs at the same
time (called multi-programming) if a quantum device has
enough qubits. In such cases, each program will introduce
some crosstalk errors in the other programs. An adversary
can deliberately introduce crosstalk errors in a victim program
in a multi-programming environment [59]. The accuracy of
the classifier degrades significantly under attack. A simulation
result in the ideal scenario (no errors) shows that the ratio of
the correct outcome and the total number of shots (8192) per
sample (rµ) is close to 0.88 (on average) for the two-qubit Iris
classifier. However, in experiment on ibmq_16_melbourne’s
Q0 and Q1 with all other qubits idle, a ratio close to 0.76 is
noted given the noisy hardware.

Later, the same experiment is executed on the hardware while
attacking two other qubit pairs with repeated CNOT operations
(Figure 7(a)). When only pair-1 or pair-2 is attacked, the ratios
are found to be 0.715 and 0.709, respectively (Figure 7(b)).
The ratio further degrades to 0.69 when both pairs are attacked.
The classifier misclassifies (i.e., the ratio < 0.5) 1 time in the
attack-free case. It misclassifies 4 times when either pair-1 or
pair-2 is attacked and 11 times when both pairs are attacked
(Figure 7(b)).
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Figure 6. A toy Quantum Neural Network (QNN) is shown in (a). An encoder encodes classical data as quantum state. A Parametric Quantum Circuit (PQC)
transforms the state. The output state is retrieved through measurements. Bloch sphere representation of a qubit is shown in (b). A qubit can be rotated along
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Figure 7. Impact of crosstalk on a 2-qubit quantum classifier. The experimental results show that crosstalk can lead to a higher number of misclassification.

Such crosstalk-induced fault injection attacks can be mit-
igated by introducing isolation/ buffer qubits between user
programs [59]. If the user–1 program is allocated to {Q0,Q1}
(Fig. 7), then another user program will not be allowed to
use the neighboring qubits (i.e., {Q2, Q12, Q13, Q14}) of the
user–1 program.

D. Robustness of QNN against Spatial Variations in Qubits

Error rates may vary among qubits in the same piece of
hardware. This complicates optimal qubit selection for both
training and inference of QNN models on hardware. Selecting
a sub-optimal set of qubits can result in inefficient training
and poor inference performance due to higher accumulation
of error in the QNN circuits. The impact of qubit-to-qubit
variations has been studied extensively [60]–[62]. Numerous
generic strategies exist for exploiting variation-awareness in
order to boost the performance of quantum programs running
on hardware. The key idea is to assign the bulk of gates to
less erroneous qubits. Many of these methods can be applied
to QNN circuits directly.

In [60], the authors first proposed leveraging qubit-to-qubit
variation to improve the program success rate. They proposed
variation-aware qubit allocation (VQA) and variation-aware
qubit movement (VQM) policies. In VQA, a set of physical
qubits are picked to maximize their cumulative connectivity
strength. The cumulative coupling strength is defined as the
sum of success probabilities of all coupling links between the
qubit and its neighbors. Coupling strength reflects two things:

(i) a qubit is connected to more neighbors which is beneficial
for optimal routing (less SWAP), and (b) the 2-qubit operations
between the qubit and its neighbors will be less erroneous.
Additionally, the VQM policy ensures that the compiler choose
a routing path with fewer erroneous links. VQA can be used
to determine the ideal set of qubits for hardware-based QNN
training. VQM can help reducing error accumulation in QNN
circuits caused by additional SWAP operations.

In [61], the authors started with a depth optimal NN-
compliant version of the circuit using an algorithms as in [63]
and searched for an isomorphic sub-graph from the device
coupling graph with best program fidelity (QURE). The method
contained the depth of the circuit (beneficial to counteract qubit
lifetime issue) while finding better qubits and links to run the
program. QURE is capable of determining an ideal set of qubits
for hardware-based QNN inference.

In [62], the authors used satisfiability-modulo-theorem
(SMT) to make qubit allocation and movement decisions while
keeping error rate variations in mind. They also included
readout error in their allocation decision besides gate error.
The goal is to keep the circuit’s overall error accumulation to
a minimum. At the penalty of increased runtime, the reported
performance improvement is substantially higher than the above
heuristics. Identical circuit layers make up QNN circuits. One
layer can be optimized and then used for the other layers.
As a result, compared to other generic quantum programs,
employing SMT to optimize QNN circuits is both appealing
and effective, as well as less time consuming.



Figure 8. Inference performance of a 4-bit parity classifier (trained with three
different approaches) on IBMQX4 [64].

E. Robustness of QNN against Temporal Variations in Qubits

The quality of qubits in terms of coherence times, gate error
rates, measurement error rates, etc. may vary over time [54].
When the same quantum circuit is run on the same hardware
at different times, it may produce variable results. This is
especially concerning for QML models, as temporal changes
can jeopardize their reliability.

The training of the quantum classifier leverages a quantum-
classical hybrid loop where a PQC generates an output
distribution, and a classical optimizer updates the parameters
of the PQC based on the output to minimize a cost function
(minimize loss during the training phase). In [64], we noted
that if the training is performed including noise in the PQC,
the quantum classifier shows more resilient performance. The
classification accuracy for a quantum parity classifier from [64]
is shown in Fig. 8. Here, “pure” is noiseless training, and
“noisy” is noisy training with noise values of the respective
day. The plot clearly shows training with noise has better
accuracy compared to training without noise. However, noise
values change over time. Therefore, the same trained classifier
performs worse on a different day (“noisyDD”). As training a
classifier every day is expensive, a reasonable trade-off is to
use an average value for noise data collected over some time
(“noisyAVG”).

The work in [65] propose just-in-time compilation of
quantum circuits to address temporal variability. The hardware
quality can be assessed with standard calibration protocols
before target program execution. The calibration data can
be used by the circuit compiler to map the program to the
best available qubits at the current hardware noise levels.
Experiments indicate that the accuracy of circuit results
improves by 3-304% with on-the-fly circuit mappings based on
error measurements just prior to application execution. Just-in-
time compilation can boost the performance of QNN models
during inference on actual hardware.

F. Noise Mitigation Techniques for QNN

The possibility of QNN to attain quantum advantage on near-
term Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers
is piquing researchers’ interest. However, the performance of

QNN models on real quantum devices suffers greatly due to
high quantum noise. Techniques are proposed to mitigate these
noises/errors e.g., multiple measurements of a quantum circuit
are performed at different error rates and the ideal measurement
results are extrapolated for noiseless case [66]. However, these
techniques are generic, fail to take the unique characteristics
of QNN into account and can only be applied to the QNN
inference stage.

The work in [67] proposes a noise mitigation framework
which optimizes QNN robustness in both training and inference
stages. They use three main techniques to accomplish the same:
(a) Post-measurement normalization, in which they match the
distribution of measurement of the noise-free simulation with
the real hardware, (b) Quantum noise injection, in which they
insert error gates (in PQC and after measurement) based on a
realistic noise model into the training process to increase the
classification margin between classes. and (c) Post-measurement
quantization, in which they quantize the measurement output to
discrete values in order to further reduce noise. This framework
leads to a significant increase in classification accuracy by up
to 43% when measured on real quantum machines. As a result,
this work significantly reduces the impact of quantum noise
on QNN, opening the door to further QML applications.

In [68], the authors propose a methodology for efficient
and scalable QNN training and inference on real quantum
hardwares. First they employ the parameter shift rule, which
states that the gradient of each parameter can be computed
simply by shifting the parameter twice and calculating the
difference between the two outputs to compute the quantum
gradient directly on real quantum devices. Following gradient
computation, they probabilistically prune the gradients with
small magnitudes based on their distribution because noise
would easily overwhelm these signals. Thus, removing the
unreliable gradients improves both the model’s reliability and
performance, as it helps training converge faster by skipping the
evaluation of those gradients. This method achieved accuracies
roughly equivalent to noise-free simulations performed on
classical computers while providing better training scalability.

VI. CONCLUSION

Considering the application of Deep Neural Networks
in safety-critical applications, enhancing their dependability
against unintentional faults as well as malicious fault attacks
is essential. Accordingly, in this paper, we discuss the state-
of-the-art schemes that can be deployed for improving the
reliability of Deep Learning (DL) accelerators.

This paper presented a low-cost self-test scheme for DNN
hardware along with a framework that enables the designers
to assess the reliability of these architectures. Moreover, a
training algorithm to diminish perturbations during inference
time without highly scarifying the accuracy was proposed.
In addition, we presented the schemes that can be used in
Quantum Neural Networks to enhance their reliability against
fault injections and spatial and temporal variations in Qubits.
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